











































































































Computation
What number goes in the box

0.1 x 0.2 X O 3 X 0.4 x I 0.12

Multiply both sides by 100

0.1 0.2 3 4 x D 12

fo Fo D I

I 102102 50

The odd numbers From 1 to 999 are multiplied
together What is the last digit of the result

There will be at least one 5 in the product
so the number will be a multiple of 5 and
therefore end in 5 or O But there are no

multiples of 2 in the product so it can't end
in 0 as that would indicate that its a multiple
of 10 So the answer is 5
In the expression below the letters A B C D E
represent the numbers 1,434,5 in some order

What is the largest possible value of the

expression














































































































AxB t C xD t E

Make the products as large as possible so set

C L

Now try
5 4 t 3 2 t I 201 6 tl

27

5 3 t 4 2 t I 151 81 1

24

5 2 t 4 3 t l lot 12 t I

23

So the answer is 27
In a stack of logs each row has exactly 1
fewer log than the row below With 9 logs
the tallest possible stack is shown with 2015 logs
how many rows are in the tallest possible stack














































































































n the case of 9 logs the stack starts with 2 because

9 10 l is 1 less than a triangular number The tallest

possible stack with Tn logs where Tn is the nth

triangular number has rows of I log to n logs So the

tallest possible stack with Tn 1 logs has n 1 rows

Claim 2016 is a triangular number

we have Tn hint so set
2

2016 nC
2

and solve For n We want an integer solution
Rearrange

n ntl 4032
63 64

So n 63 and therefore 2016 is the 63rd

triangular number

Hence 2015 163 1 has 63 I 62 rows of

logs in the tallest stack

Measurement

What is the area in cm of the shape marked

out on the 1cm grid below














































































































Divide up the shape as shown

Regions 1,2 and 3 are triangles

Area x 4 1 2

Area x 3 2 3

Area x 4 1 2

Region 4 is a rectangle
Area 3 4 12

So Total Area 21 3 t 2 t 12 19 cm














































































































Using only Sc Ioc and 20C coins in how many ways
can you make up 35C

Make a list

7 Sc only Sc coins

5 Sc t l 10C

3 5C t 2 10C only Sc and loc coins

1 Sc t 3 Ioc

3 Sc t l 20C

Sc t 1 Ioc I 20 Using a 20C coin

So the answer is 6
The corner of a rectangular piece of paper is

folded as shown in Fig 1 then folded again so the
corner A just touches the First fold line as shown
in fig 2 What is the area of the shaded triangle

Point A is the centre of a 4 by 4 square

So the shaded triangle has height and base of 2














































































































and therefore area 12 2 2 2

Angelo has a 50L barrel of water and two

sizes of jug to Fill small and large Each jug
when Full holds a whole number of litres He Fills
3 large jugs but does not have enough left to Fill
a Fourth With the water remaining he then fills 3
Small jugs but does not have enough to Fill a

Fourth What is the capacity of the small jug
We have 3 17 51 so the large jug must contain

16L or less
Also 3 12 36 50 but 4 12 48 C 50 so the
large jug must contain 13L or more

Proceed by cases

If the large jug has capacity 16L

3 16 48
So 2L remain But the small jug contains at

least 3L so this doesn't work

If the large jug contains 15L

3 15 45

So 5L remain The capacity of the small jug is an

integer ns.t

3N C S C 4N














































































































We have 3 1 3 C 4 1 4 s S
3 2 6 7 5

so this doesn't work

If the large jug contains 14L

3 14 42

So 8L remain The capacity of the small jug is an

integer ns.t
3N a 8 C 4N

We have 3 1 3 c 4 1 4 C 8
3 2 6 L 4 2 8
3 3 9 7 8

so this doesn't work

If the large jug contains 13L

3 13 39

So 11L remain

We have 3 3 9 s Il s 4 3 12

Hence the small jug has capacity 3L
Warren has a strip of paper 10 long He
wishes to cut as many pieces from it as possible
not necessarily using all the paper with each piece
of paper a whole number of centimetres long The
second piece must be 10cm longer than the First the

third 10cm longer than the second etc What is

the length of the largest possible piece














































































































Suppose his First strip of paper has length n and there
are k strips in total

To Find n and K we will calculate the total length
if the First strip had length 1 then divide the
remaining length equally between all strips to increase 1
to the largest integer possible

1st piece 1cm
2nd piece 11cm
3rd piece 21cm

htt piece It lock 1 cm

so the total length is

It 11 t 21 t t It lock 11 K K 1 K X IO
Z

Kt 5k 5k

5k 4k
We want to maximise K such that

5K2 4k E 1000

5k Lik 1000 SO

If SKI 4k 1000 0 then taking the positive Soh
k 4 161 0

10














































































































I 14.5

So the maximum integer value of K is 14
We have

It 11 t 21 t t It 10114 1 14 t 13142 10
2

924

So the leftover paper is 1000 924 76cm which
we must divide equally between the 14 strips
We have

7 5.4
so we can add an

extra 5cm to each strip
Hence the longest piece has length

1 10 13 t 5 136 cm

CountingTechniquese
Starting with 13 and counting by Fives you count

13,18 23 etc Which one of the following numbers

will be one of the numbers you count

47 48 49 SO 51

The correct answer minus 13 must be a multiple
of 5 so the units digit of the correct answer














































































































must be 3 more than a multiple of 5 Hence it
is a 0 3 3 or 5 3 8 The only option satisfying
this requirement is 48

Five students are to be photographed in a row
with the tallest in the centre and the shortest two at
the ends If no two students are the same height
how many different arrangements are possible
There's only one way to choose the middle student
There are 2 ways to arrange the students at the
ends

There are 2 ways to arrange the other two students
So the total number of arrangements is 2 2 4
How many 2 digit numbers are the product of
two different primes
To obtain a 2 digit result
2 can be multiplied with any other prime between
5 and 50 Those are 5,7 11 13 17,19 23
29 31 37 41 43 47
So there are 13 choices
3 can be multiplied with any other prime betweenS and 33 Those are 5,7 11 13 17 19 23 29 31
So there are 9 choices
5 can be multiplied with any other prime between
7 and 20 Those are 7,11 13,17 19
So there are 5 choices














































































































7 can be multiplied with any other prime between
H and 14 Those are 11 13 So there are 2 choices

So the answer is 13 91 5 2 29

Note 2 3 is only a single digit result while
11 13 is a 3 digit result

The nine squares of a 3 3 grid painted on a

wall are to be coloured red white and blue so that
no row or column contains squares of the same
colour One such pattern is shown

How many different patterns can be made
Pick a colour for the top left square There are

3 choices This means that there are 2 choices

For the squares directly adjacent to it and 1

choice For the last square in those lines

Case 1 A B C represent different colours

A B c There is only one A B C
way to Fill in the C A BC rest of the grid

B B C A














































































































Case 2

A B C

B
C

If the highlighted square contains colour A the

grid cannot be completed since there is no way

to Finish the middle two lines So it must contain

colour C in which case there is only one way
to Fill in the rest of the grid

A B C

B C A
CA B

So there are 3 2 2 12 different patterns

Alternative solution

There are 31 6 ways of placing the colours in

the top row Then there are 2 ways of placing
the colours in the second row and only 1 way of
placing the colours in the last row Hence there
are 6 2 1 12 possible patterns

Alternative solution
There are 3 places to put the R in row 1
2 places to put it in row 2 and 1 place to














































































































P
put it in row 3 So there are 6 ways to place
all the R's
For each of these there are 2 places to put the
W in row 1 and only 1 place to put it in
the other two rows

For each of these the placement of the B's is
determined So the total number of patterns is
6 2 12

How many integers in the set 100 lol 102 999
do not contain the digits 12,3 or 4
There are 5 choices for the First digit
56 7 8 or 9
There are 6 Choices for the second digit
0,5 6.7 8 or 9
There are 6 choices for the third digit0,5 6,7 8 or 9
So the answer is 5 6 6 180
Algebrae

What is the value of Z

55W
2 to














































































































We have 2 55 40 exterior angle
950

The average of 5 numbers is 4 Four of
them are 1.2.34 What is the other
Suppose the other number is 2C Then

It2t3t 4
5

11 2 3 4 t x 20

x 20 10 10
Jan has three times as many marbles as Liana
If Jan gives 3 of her marbles to Liana they
will have the same number How many marbles do
they have between them
Let J be the number of marbles Jan has and
L be the number of marble Liana has
Then

J 3 L
J 3 Lt3

Solve simultaneously

3L 3 L 3
2L 6
L 3














































































































J 9

so between them they have 9 3 12

The numbers from 1 to 8 are entered into the

eight circles in this diagram with the number 3
placed as shown

n each triangle the sun of the three numbers

s the same The sum of the Four numbers which are

at the corners of the Central Square is 20

What is xty
We have

It 2 t it 8 8 36

Suppose that the sum of the numbers in a

single triangle is n

If we add up all Four triangles we obtain

Lin 36 t 20












































































































since we're counting the values in the middle square
twice
So n 51 14

4
Label the diagram as shown

We have
b Xt a ytb 14 3 11

and at btc 20 3 17
C a

Proceed by cases

Note that x y 8 or 3 since

then a b 3 or 8 but all numbers must be distinct

x a y b c 17 a b

4 7 S G H X

4 7 6 5 5 x

7 4 5 6 7 x

7 4 6 S 8
5 6 4 7 4 x

5 6 7 4 7 X

G S 4 7 5 X
G S 7 4 8

So xty 71 6 or 61 7 13 in both cases

Alternative solution label the diagram as shown



The green space has value

my 20 3 111 x Il y xty 5

The red space has value
11 n 14 11 x Icty 51 8 y

The orange space has value
14 Il y acty 5 8 K

Fill out the diagram
which space contains

h ythe 8
8 n

If x 8 then 8 K
say 5 11 xwhich is impossible

If y 8 then g y o 8 y
which is impossible
If Il X 8 then x 3 which is already used
If Il y 8 then y 3 which is already used
If 8 x 8 then x 16 which is impossible
If 8 y 8 then y l6 which is impossible
So the only remaining possibility is that

Xty 5 8

xty 8 5 13

3ill Lenny and Peter went Fishing and caught less
than 100 Fish The number that Billy caught was



exactly three times as many Fish as Lenny caught and
Four times as many as Peter caught The largest
number Billy could have caught was

Suppose Peter caught n Fish Then Billy caught 4h
Fish and Lenny caught 431 Fish

We have
n t Hn t 431 a 100

19J L 100

19h C 300

n L 15.78
So choose n 15 Then Peter caught 15 Fish
Lenny caught 20 Fish and Billy caught 60 Fish
Note we needed to check that each person
caught an integer number of fish If it hadn't been
true keep trying n l4 13 12 etc until it was

A magician deposits the same number of rabbits
at least one at each of five houses To get to the

First house he crosses a magic river once and to get
to any house From another he also crosses a magic
river once Each time he crosses a magic river the
number of rabbits he has doubles He has no rabbits
left when he leaves the Fifth house What is the



minimum number of rabbits he has at the start

Suppose he has on rabbits at the start and gives
each house n rabbits

Place rabbits
start m
river 2M

1st house Zn n

river 4M 2n
2nd house 4M 3h
river 8M Gn

3rd house 8M 7h
river Ibm 14N
4th house Ibm Isn
river 32M 30in
5th house 32M 31N

Since he has no rabbits left at the end we have

32M 31N O

32M 31N
So m is a multiple of 31 The smallest
possible choice is m 31

Geometry
Find K



no
Bby cointerior angles
this angle is 180 70

By vertically opposite

angles K 1100

If LRPQ 200 and LRQU 1200 what is the

size of LSRT

Label the
diagram

20 1207

By supplementary angles LRQP 180 120 Go

By angle sum of a triangle PRQ 180 Zo 60
1000



By vertically opposite angles LSRT LPRQ 1000
In the diagram LPOR 1200 and Laos 1450
What is LTOV

Set 0 LPOQ So LQOR 120 O and

ROS 145 120 O

25 t 0

Now POS is a straight line so

01 1120 011 251 0 180

0 145 180

0 35
We have LTOV LQOR vertically opposite

120 35

850
PQR is an equilateral triangle QS and QT
divide LPQR into three equal parts Find LQTS



Since DpQR is equilateral LPQR 600 and so

LPQT L TQS L SQR 200

Since SPQR is

equilateral LQPR GO
60 and so by angle sum

of a triangle
QTP 180 60 20

207 10020
20 By supplementary angles

QTS 180 LQTP 180 100 800

the diagram PT TS SQ QR LPQR 90 s

and LQPR x Find x



Since TP TS LISP Lips x

3g angle sum of a triangle
PTS 180 221

By supplementary angles LQTS 2x

Since TS SQ LTQS L QTS 2x

By complementary angles LSQR 90 2h

By angle sum of a triangle
LTS Q 180 4k

Since Qs QR LARS L Q SR 180 LSQR

180 90 2k

45 x

By angle sum of SPQR we have

at 145th 90 2x 45

2 22.50

The sides of two equilateral triangles fGH and IJK
meet at points X Y Z U V W as shown IT is parallel
to Ftl The perimeters of triangles IXW I K and fGH
are 100cm 500cm and 700cm respectively L G XY 600
What is the perimeter of AZHU



Since FGH and IJK are equilateral their angles
are all 600

By angle sum of a triangle
LGYX 180 GO GO 60

So DGXY is equilateral
By vertically opposite angles LWXI LGXY 600

By similar arguments DYJZ D ZHU S VUK DWVF
and SIXW are equilateral
Suppose that

a xw
b XY b
c YZ a c

d 7 U F d
e VU e

f VW



We want to Find 3d the perimeter of DZHU
We have

3 a 100 perimeter of SIXW

3latbtc SOO
at btc ctdtee perimeter of DIJK

at ft

3 Ftatb 700
Ftatb btctd perimeter of SFGH

dtetr

So 3latbtc 500
3 btctd 700

Perform

3d 3A 200

3d 200 t 100

300cm

Raksand Ralios

A tray of mangoes costs 46 Each tray has 5

rows with 6 in each row The cost of three

mangoes is

Each tray has 5 6 30 mangoes

So 30 mangoes cost 46 and therefore



3 mangoes cost Fox 46 4.60

A teacher can mark 26 tests in 2 hours
At this rate how many hours are needed to mark

91 tests

2 hours 26 tests
go 1 hour 13 tests

we have 91 13 7 so it takes 7 hours

Two cats together catch 60 mice If Tiger catches
3 mice For every two Shorty catches how many
mice does Shorty catch
For every 5 nice caught Tiger catches 3 and

Shorty catches 2

We have 60 5 12 so Shorty catches

2 12 24
in total
I can ride my bike 3 times as fast as Ted can

jog Ted starts 40min before me then I chase him
How long does it take me to catch Ted

Suppose Ted runs at a speed of V m hr

Then my speed is 3v m hr

Suppose I catch Ted after t hours

Then fist Tp'eed IIe



3v t

and ITdeids 3 551 3 1 II 3
v Ztt

Since I catch him our distances are equal

3ut v Est t
3T Zz t t

2T Z
3

t 20 min

Two tourists are walking 12km apart along a flat
track at a constant speed of 4km h When each
tourist reaches the slope of a mountain she begins to
climb with a constant speed of 3 km h What is

the distance between the two tourists during the climb
Since both tourists climb at the same speed the

distance between them during the climb is the same as

the distance between them when the second one

reaches the base of the mountain

Suppose the First tourist reaches the base of
the mountain at time 0



Then the second tourist reaches the base of
the mountain 3 hours later since they are 12km
behind and moving at 4km h

During 3 hours the First tourist has travelled a

distance of 3 3 9 km up the mountain

So the distance between them is now 9km

Fractionercentags
At a school 60 of a year 6 class were girls
Which of the following number combinations could
not be this class
A 6 boys 9 girls B 10 boys 15 girls
C IS boys 10 girls D 12 boys 18 girls
E 12 girls 8 boys
since 60 of the class are girls there must
be more girls than boys So the answer is C

check that the other solutions work

A 9
Eq Is 607

B is
ios 5

Goy

D
1 18 138

0
Zs 607



E 12
127g 0 Is 607

Find z fo fo
Is Is Is Is
I
5

Which is the largest of the following Fractions

E EE't z
we have Fg c 7

z

If s 317 I

If I

4 a 4a I
so the largest is ff
What Fraction of this regular
hexagon is shaded



Let 0 be the centre of the

hexagon The triangles in the diagram
are all congruent so the shaded
Fraction is 16

Ike and Seb were arguing over how 120mL of
soft drink had been shared between them To

settle the argument their dad poured one third of
Ike's drink into Seb's glass and then he poured
one third of Seb's drink back into Ike's glass Now

they have an equal amount How much soft drink

did Ike originally have compared to Seb

Suppose that Ike originally had a ml
Then Seb originally had 120 x ML

First transfer Ike Seb

X 120 se

t t
25 120 x t Eg 120 231

Second 4
transfer 231 13420 23

254120

2 t 40 291 80 Lin
9

6 241 t 40



4x
g
t 40

Since the amounts after both transfers are equal
we have

441 t 40 80 41
9

six
9

40

x 40g 9 45mL

120 x 75mL

So Ike originally had 30mL less than Seb

At a football match one third of spectators

initially support the Reds and the rest support the Blues

At half time 345 Blues supporters leave because their

team is losing and the remaining Blues supporters now

make up one third of the total How many Reds

supporters are there
Suppose that there are initially 3N spectators
N support the Reds and 2N support the Blues

At half time N Reds supporters
2N 345 Blues supporters

We have
2N 345 Nt 2N 345



N 115

N 345 115 230

Logicalthinking
When the bell rang there were 3 teachers and 6
Students in the classroom Several students arrived
after the bell Once everyone had arrived there
were 4 students for every teacher How many students
arrived after the bell
The total number of students is 4 3 12
Since 6 students were already there the number
who arrived after the bell was 12 6 6

A BC D and E line up From oldest to youngest
A is older than B who is older than E

D is older than B
A is not the oldest
E is not the youngest

who is the second youngest
E is not the youngest but everyone except
C is older than her So C must be

the youngest and E the 2nd youngest
The entire lineup is

D A B E C



The Figure PQRS is a rectangle divided into 10

squares as shown The perimeter of the rectangle
is 21cm What is the perimeter of each square

Suppose each square has side length x

Then the perimeter of the large rectangle is

212k t 215k Lik t 10x 14k

So
14N 21 a 2

The perimeter of a small square is

42 4 x Zz 6cm

Draw a 6 6 block



so we need at
1 I E I I most 4 gardens
I I G I
I G I
I I a I 1
i 1

All the apartments on the perimeter can have
an external window There are 20 such
apartments

There are 4 4 16 internal spaces Each garden
can be adjacent to at most Four apartments

Gardens Apartments 4G3A
I 15 X

2 14 X

3 13 x

4 12 yes

So there must be at least 4 gardens
Hence the answer is 4

The letters W X Y Z represent different digits



4 W X Y
Y 5 3 Z

200 9

What is the value of WxXxYxZ
Consider the tens column there is no carry From the
hundreds column since the only situation in which the
subtraction would be true is if X 3 in which case the
curry wouldn't be needed

So since there is no carry From the hundreds W 5

Since there wasn't a carry From the thousands column to
the hundreds column 4 2

Hence in the units column we have

Z Z 9 mod 10

Z 3

So we know there is a carry From the lens
column and therefore

X I 3 X 4

Hence

W X Y Z 5 4 2.3

120


